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Editor’s Note
Welcome to the twenty-sixth issue of Prune Juice, which includes the
winners and runners-up of the third annual Jane Reichhold Memorial
Haiga Competition. Mike Rehling and I received hundreds of outstanding
haiga and wish we could have included more of them in our journals,
Failed Haiku and Prune Juice. Congratulations to the winners and thank
you to everyone who submitted their work. Thank you, too, to fellow
judges Lori Minor and Ron C. Moss.
Many are saying that our upcoming election will mark ‘the year of the
woman’ in American politics. We’ll soon know if that’s true - and I hope it
is - but it was definitely true for the photographic haiga category in the
Reichhold Competition, which I judged. Not only were the top three
winners women but the three runners-up were as well!
Rounding out the three most recent issues of Prune Juice, which included
a number of clerihews by Michael Dylan Welch about haiku editors past
and present, this issue includes a clerihew by Michael about Michael
Ketchek, the new editor of the Haiku Society of America’s journal,
Frogpond. You’ll find Michael’s latest clerihew on page 67 of this issue.
This is my last issue as editor of Prune Juice. I’m excited that Brent
Goodman will be the journal’s new editor beginning with the March 2019
issue. Brent is a talented poet and experienced editor and I’m looking
forward to seeing where he’ll take Prune Juice going forward.
It’s been an honored to make new friends and get to know so many
wonderful poets and readers over these past three years. I’ve been
constantly amazed by the quality of the submissions I’ve received from so
many talented poets all around the world. I’m especially grateful that I got
to know Johnny Baranski and Carlos Colon before they passed. Their
talent, kindness and wit will live forever in the hearts of everyone who
knew them and their work.
Enjoy!
Steve Hodge
White Lake, Michigan
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2018 Jane Reichhold Memorial Haiga Competition
Photographic Haiga Winners

First Place
Hifsa Ashraf

losing myself in self enlightenment

4

This haiga works for me on many levels. On one level, the idea of losing
oneself in the act of seeking self enlightenment affirms the purpose of the
search for enlightenment. In her journey toward enlightenment, the poet
finds that she has lost her “self” in the process. On another level, there is
subtle irony – even humor – in the idea that one might lose oneself in the
process of seeking self enlightenment.
This is a fine senryu on its own but the image presents and reinforces the
same dichotomy that the senryu does, at least to my Western eye. I see
crosses in the three wooden panels between the windows. The windows
themselves might represent enlightenment, while the crosses might
indicate that the poet has found herself considering the possibility that
philosophies other than her own might hold the key to enlightenment. Or
she might have found a universal key to enlightenment; one which includes
the collective wisdom of a multitude of philosophies. While I’m sure that the
track light in the top-center of the cupola is coincidental, I can’t help smiling
when I imagine someone who is seeking enlightenment looking up to find
an electric light above his or her head.
Am I reading too much into this haiga? Maybe. I’m not a person of profound
religious or philosophical beliefs. But I like this haiga for the possibilities
that it presents to me.
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Second Place
Alexis Rotella

Stillborn
she counts his
perfect toes
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This haiga hit home for me. A friend had a stillborn daughter when we
were in college. The experience was devastating for her, of course, but she
said that when she first learned that her daughter had been stillborn, it
didn’t feel real to her; that she felt emotionally numb until she saw the
baby. Even then, she said, she didn’t cry. She looked at her daughter and
thought about the life she might have lived – imagined her going to school,
getting married, having children, growing old. It wasn’t until she saw how
tiny her daughter’s perfect little fingernails were that she finally broke
down.
For a brief moment when I first saw this image it appeared to me to be of a
woman’s pubic hair. The image of lifeless flowers, void of color, somehow
reinforced that first impression after I’d read the poem and understood the
tragic depth of this haiga. I’m not sure what the poet had in mind when
she added the birds ascending toward the flowers, but I like to think that
they are a sign of hope – loving family and friends flocking to the side of a
mother who will need their love and support to help her start to rebuild her
shattered life.
Like the experience of knowing a friend who went through this terrible
pain, this beautiful and tragic haiga will stay with me for a long time.
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Third Place
Barbara Kaufmann

steady rainjust the two of us
holding hands
I loved this haiga the moment I saw it. As with many senryu, I like its
simple premise – two people taking advantage of a steady rain to drop
what they were doing and sit and hold hands. No metaphors or profound
hidden meanings. Does the “steady” rain indicate that the couple are
going steady or have enjoyed a steady relationship? Nope. Not for me.
Does the wilted flower indicate that trouble may lay ahead for this couple?
Nope again. Is it a romantic couple? A parent and child? Siblings? Who
cares! It’s a lovely moment and a lovely image. That’s more than enough
for me.
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Runners-Up
(in alphabetical order)
Vandana Parashar
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Carol Raisfeld

10

Christina Sng
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Multi-Media Category
Judging this contest was a true delicacy and honor! I would like to thank
not only Mike Rehling for asking me to take part in this exciting contest,
but also everyone who submitted. Thank you for making my job diﬃcult as
I selected the winner and honorable mentions. Judging this contest was
most certainly a learning experience as I looked at haiga in a way I had
never done before, dissecting each piece of the image and the ku
separately, then together. It was like starting a puzzle with just the edge
pieces and working my way into the center to reveal the most beautiful
image!
Lori Ann Minor
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Overall Winner: sedimentary rock the impact of his words

Robin Anna Smith
There are several reasons this particular haiga grabbed my attention and
really just stuck with me. First, the image juxtaposes with the poem so
beautifully. When you read the second half of the ku “impact of his words”,
not only do you find the juxtaposition, but also linking and shifting. By
looking at the image, you expect the writer to go a more physical route,
but instead it shifts away from the image with “words”.
I love the impact this piece has on the reader as there are two completely
diﬀerent interpretations that come to mind. The first being domestic abuse.
The first part of the poem, “sedimentary rock” reminds me of the male of
the household. While growing up, I was taught that the male head-of13

house is the rock and foundation of the family. With this haiga, I am
reminded of that. I get the impression that this man is abusive to his family.
He has blood on his knuckles, indicating the possibility of physical abuse,
then with the ku, we learn it’s his words that cause the most impact. As a
victim of abuse myself, I have to say that while bruises heal, it’s the words
that stick with me forever. To take this piece a step further, maybe the
rock, being stagnant, represents the family member being stuck between a
rock and a hard place in their decision to leave. With the rock being
specifically sedimentary, which is naturally caused by weather and erosion,
the family has become weathered by this man’s words. Or maybe, the man
himself has become weathered, which leads me to my second
interpretation; self abuse. What if the man in this haiga has bloody
knuckles because he is hitting a wall in his life? Maybe he’s the one who
feels stuck and has said many things and made a lot of decisions that he
regrets. If it’s late in his life, or he feels as if he doesn’t have much life left,
he could be realizing the impact he has made on other people and is
beating himself up for it, with the weathered rock representing the damage
he has done and the wall that he is physically, or metaphorically hitting.
Either way, this is a brilliant piece no matter how you dissect it and is well
deserving of a win!
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Honorable Mention: gender binary society labels me a zero

Robin Anna Smith
What can I say other than pure perfection! This is a great example of the
image adding to a poem, which is exactly what I’m looking for in a haiga.
The ku by itself is just so powerful, but adding the binary code into the
image makes the poem pop even more. Gender binary is the distinct
separation of male and female and non-binary is not identifying with one
gender over another. With all of the hate from society on gender identity, it
becomes clear that society labeling this person a zero most likely means
that the writer identifies as something other than the norm, such as nonbinary. Perhaps the writer can’t even see themself as a “ten” because of
what society has said about them.
Going back to the binary code in the background of the image, it’s almost
like society is talking in a secret code about this person behind their back.
We’ve all been there when we see or hear someone talking about us, or
15

even feel the judgemental stares without anyone having to say a word. I
get the sense that this person deals with this more than they should ever
have to.
There’s also a bit of a careless attitude toward the situation. Perhaps the
writer has come to peace with it all in a “so what?” flare. I don’t think I’d
get that same perspective if the ku was three lines, but the one-liner lends
itself well to that reaction. The flare of the ku, in my opinion, is quite stark.
There’s just this “I don’t fit in? That’s cool. Thanks society” approach that
really makes me smile. We’ve still got a long way to go, but look how far
we’ve come!
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Honorable Mention:
dire prognosis / what does a housecat know of death

Marianne Paul
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This haiga wouldn’t have the same eﬀect if it were just a photo of a
housecat. What juxtaposes so beautifully with this ku is the digital painting
of what could be a housecat, or even a tiger, which is unclear due to the
close-up of the feline’s face, leaving it up to the viewer to decide for
themselves. If you look closely enough into the cat’s eye, you can almost
see the silhouette of a person raising their arm. Is their owner waving
goodbye?
It is no secret that cats are said to sense illness and it’s not uncommon for
mother cats to abandon their sick kittens. Perhaps this cat has smelled
death upon her own young and will soon leave them to die. Or, what if it’s
the cat’s beloved human unknowingly victimised by death’s embrace? If
cats can sense illness, maybe the cat knows before their owner and the
sweet feline friend is trying to comfort them the best way they know how. I
think the image genuinely lends its hand to this interpretation as the
intensity of the cat’s eye represents the third eye, or sixth sense that
senses death.
The myth that cats have nine lives really comes into play here as well.
Perhaps it’s the cat who has faced death, one, two, or many times. Does
this housecat know of death because he has experienced it first hand?
Maybe even being reincarnated into a brave, majestic, fierce Tiger ready to
face death head on for the last time.
What kind of loss will this cat face? Loss of child, loss of owner, or loss of
self?
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Honorable Mention:
forgiveness the pond’s calm face becomes mine

Sandi Pray

This is truly a stunning piece! The delicacy of the ku genuinely
compliments the intricacy of the image by creating a parallel and
juxtaposition. To me, this haiga symbolizes the art of letting go to calm the
mind and practice tranquility. I think the writer is expressing the sense of
peace and serenity that comes after forgiveness, whether it’s you that is
forgiving someone else, or that someone has forgiven you of
transgressions against them.
19

The image gives a pristine sensation because it is calm. While simple,
straightforward, and delicate, there are still many aspects to focus on. One
thing in particular that stuck out to me in the image is the water rippling
behind the bird, not around it. This reads as if the writer has finally let go of
a grudge they have been lugging around for quite some time. Withholding
grudges comes anger and I think the writer shows a gorgeous comparison
between letting go of this anger and the calm of the pond. “the pond’s
calm face becomes mine” is such a lovely transition as perhaps the writer
has pondered forgiveness for quite some time.
To learn forgiveness is the ultimate unconditional love and we see that in
the beauty of this entire piece.
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Honorable Mention:
fifty years of marriage / he still laughs / at his own jokes

Corine Timmer

21

I must admit this piece made me giggle. It’s such a pure moment and is
completely relatable as we see this often, whether it be grandparents, a
spouse, or strangers we encounter. The image is brilliant. This woman is
clearly “so over” her husband’s jokes she’s probably heard over and over
for the majority of their marriage. There’s such an eyeroll moment here that
I love because it shows the reality and every day human nature that every
couple has or will experience. I also have to comment on the color choices
in this image, as there is the small sliver of color between black and white,
showing that their marriage is not dead, but fully alive and well. Maybe the
husband even cracks a new joke-- one of those punny “dad” or “grandpa”
jokes that makes his wife just chuckle as she shakes her head.
The ku compliments this piece so well by playing out a story. There is a
clear transition between the freshness of the marriage into “fifty years
later” and every aspect of the entire haiga shows this, including her
clothes and wrinkles, making it known that she is indeed older. The look of
frustration on her face just gives this moment of “you’re still doing that,
huh?” and I love the predictability shown in knowing he’s probably going
to keep laughing at his jokes. I don’t think it’s that her husband has
become predictable, but instead that fifty years together means she has
learned his every mannerism and knows him better than he knows himself.
Overall, this piece shows a real moment that can be applied to a situation
we have experienced first hand.
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Traditional Category
Ron C. Moss
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Simple, eﬀective, and powerful, these are the first things that come to
mind when I first saw this very eﬀective haiga. Many of the traditional
components are there, from the light simple touch of the brushwork, to the
sparse but emotional senryu that resonates deeply. We see the ants
crossing what looks like a stick over a puddle, which is a lovely link to
finding the way and a promise of hope. This haiga reminded me a lot of the
classic ink paintings and their ability to say so much in a few deft strokes
and not overwhelm but compliment the words.
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2n d Prize

Jasmina Burek - haiku / Jana Burek - drawing

waiting on a bridge
there is no wind to blow
the loneliness away
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I was immediately struck but the deep wabi-sabi feeling of the drawing,
which created a mood that worked with the words and made it timeless.
This could have been written in another time and place, and the drawing is
expressive and full of power and energy. We have the words of a journey
and bridge, which could easily be a reflection of the passage of our own
lives. The loneliness that we sometimes feel, and the winds of change that
move continually move us.
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3rd Prize

Pamela A. Babusci

buddha like nature
i swear
at the guy
who cuts me off

27

A very amusing senryu, which is executed with a strong meaning, which is
reflected in the equally expressive brushwork. The vertical placement of
the words adds a pleasing design element and adds to the feeling of
emotion and force. So much is revealed in an individual’s brushwork and
the use of this traditional method is layered with meaning and power.
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Highly Commended

Poet: Johnnie Johnson Hafernik (haiga signed JJH) Artist:
Dorothy S. Messerschmitt (haiga signed Dody )

weathered sign
“caterpillar meeting”
none in sight

29

This delightful watercolour flower is very striking and executed with skill
and flair and blends well with the placement of the calligraphy. The shapes
of the petals connect with the mention of a caterpillar even, if we cannot
find it. There is a humorous touch to this haiga, in the best tradition of
senryu – not overstated but enough to bring a smile and let us ponder.
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Highly Commended

Dubravka Šćukanec

on the meadow
a curious mouse is stalking
the falcon

31

A lovely drawing with colour work that gives this entry a light touch,
treasured by the masters of old. We also have wry humour in the best
tradition of Issa, which makes this a delightful composition. The carefully
written calligraphy shows a concentrated mind, which blends nicely with
the colour and shapes of the drawing.
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Highly Commended

John Hawkhead

unseasonal snow
a wren’s song trickles
over my whiskey
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The trickling wren’s song over the surprising image of whisky, makes this
an interesting haiga. The pen and watercolour wren is beautifully done and
shows the artist’s familiarity with the subject. The light touch of the wren
balanced on the edge, gives a well-balanced design element. The
generous use of white space adds to this eﬀect and strengthens the
feeling of snow.
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Adjei Agyei-Baah, Ghana
incoming tide
the family head
feigns sickness
sunflower
learning to bow my head
sometime
peasants’ delight–
cooked tubers hauled
from elephant’s feces
street preacher
his final whine
for oﬀertory
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Debbi Antebi, UK
small town
strangers greeting me
with a smile
spotting a man's face
on the old trunk
father's day
counting my steps
to the buddha
zen garden
gemini two friends four points of view
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Jo Balistreri, USA
panicked Christmas Eve
toy assembly
instructions in Chinese
the polished darkness
of her piano
touching keys into music
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Clayton Beach, USA
Mothdust
all of us
made of stardust—the moth
more so
old flame;
the moth elopes
with lady mantis...
the soft silver
shine of her skin
by mooncandle
luna moth.
the moonflowers dance
to soft cries
x-ray vision!
the ex-wife curses him
through the door
moonrocks—
even the moth man
needs love too
portfolio adjustment
i hastily divest myself
of a dead moth
after the bear market,
mothra haunts
the ruins of new new york
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we'll need
much bigger mothballs.
nuclear winter
snowflakes gently
under the streetlamp
mothdust
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Brad Bennett, USA
daymoon...
hiking with a smile
on my face
empty beach
a surfer hugs
his board
a haiku bigwig
trashes my work...
chickadees
summer's over?
I'd rather say
it's complete
turkey sandwich
napkin mustard stains
in the shape of Elvis
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Ed Bremson, USA
photos of autumn
our memories all ones
and zeroes
my day filled
praying for friends
on Facebook
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Sondra Byrnes, USA
only one thing
moving on my monitor—
a fruit fly
indian market
all the white ladies
in turquoise
fall transplanting—
i discover i’m fine
where i am
peeling oﬀ
old wallpaper—
a former life
overdue apology—
a pile of tree bones
along the trail
daily meditation i count out my vitamins
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Pris Campbell, USA

43
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Bill Cooper, USA
monument avenue
the after dinner show
in close hand magic
parallel universe
finding her lost
retainer
stick-on fingernails
her t-shirt reads
be yourself
ninety-three
marching for her rights
again
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John J. Dunphy, USA
yard sale
t-shirts in a box marked
'might be able to wear again'
estate sale
in a jar marked 'free'
baby teeth
garage sale
an unkempt man
waits out the rain
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Robert Epstein, USA
that last nail
in the coﬃn
my own
no one to placate
I undress and break
into song
64
looser fitting now
his birthday suit
revolving door
I’m opting out
of rebirth
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Terri L. French, USA
vertigo
I take myself
on a spin
Japanfest
Picachu burps
his bubble tea
barely Tuesday
the cookie curse jar
full of dough
leaving childhood
my middle name
just an initial
semi-trucks
taking up
the whole road
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LeRoy Gorman, Canada
perfect steps
for an imperfect life
pallbearers
fall campaign
the incumbent turns over
an old leaf
happy hour
a steady line
for the toilet
Valentine roses
the florist falls in love
with money
back & forth all day
the motorcyclist
Freedom Rider
on his back
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Hazel Hall, Australia
divorce court
another ticket
on the merry go round

Spiral
She's doing social media.
The posts keep slipping through her fingers then disappearing into the
cloud.
It's the words, she says. The words won't stay.
It's the medication, says the nurse.
old movie —
watching her life
on fast rewind
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Simon Hanson, Australia
backflips from the pier
a young boy reminds me
of me
restaurant aquarium
the lobster convinces me
to go vegan
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Barbara Kaufmann, USA
red leaves
new flannel pj's arrive
on my doorstep
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Mary Kendall, USA
reproach –
finding a way back
from heated words
overanalyzing—
the smell of wood smoke
on the wind
winter walk
learning to negotiate
what can’t be seen
the house
where I was born
weeds & more weeds
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Mohammad Azim Khan, Pakistan
shooting star we are killing
our sons
abandoned burka
the haze on the moon
drops
silver dragon
riding the waves
of her kimono
village well
the pitchers fill
with gossip
prison graﬃti
someone remembers
his mother
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Deborah P Kolodji, USA
dorito chips
the crunch of numbers
in a spreadsheet
drought rain
three pairs of sunglasses,
no umbrella
push-up bra
a counterfeit Barbie
on eBay
my heart an open package freezer burn
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Michael H. Lester, USA
as the surgeon
slips the ring on his finger
he wonders
how long before
it has to come oﬀ
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Chen-ou Liu, Canada
divorce talk
the burden of who
will take the dog
halfway
through the cubism art class
I stare at a window
and see myself
diﬀerently
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Martha Magenta, UK
ecology lesson
children make trees
from paper
rigor mortis
still obstinate
after death
deregulation
my handwriting leans
further to the left
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Lori A Minor, USA
settling down
from a mood swing
the clouds
swiftly move
across the moon
in my prime
and living longer
than I expected
this mayfly fades
into the light

Hard to Swallow
Another magazine. Another expectation. Another reason why he left.
ctrl+alt+del
I can’t unhear
what’s been said
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Ben Moeller-Gaa, USA
first warm day
skirts shorten
the conversation
evening calm
my wife sings
her laundry song
talk of cicadas
on the porch swing
lavender lemonade
finding her pulse the piano
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Michael Rehling, USA
faint as a will of the wisp
you sing to the moon if you want. me i just stare quietly. i live with the oaks
and pines. so very often my view is broken by leaves and needles and just
as quickly there it is again. if we had many moons like saturn would it be
better or would we just get bored with all those choices. as it is our lonely
moon often matches our moods. the light grows and fades and grows
again. in the changeless verity of it all the moon unites us. i imagine all the
lonely others looking up with me.
as i reach
the end of the path
my mind wanders

invitation to the blues
lauren bacall always fascinated me. a calm sexiness combined with a
smile that never seemed to entirely fade. if i was a fifties sugar daddy i
would have wasted a fortune on her.
old movies-but still sidney greenstreet
never gets the girl
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portrait of my love
if you want people to like you then make it easy for them. just be your own
craggy self with all your imperfections on show. and give each of them a
part of you to keep if they wish. take nothing from them though. the peace
of a summer breeze repeats itself by doing nothing. a wait is always worth
it. do it with the calmness of no certain reward.
casting its lot
with the butterflies
milkweed
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Michael Dylan Welch, USA
Michael Ketchek
says what the heck—
and will now correspond
on haiku for Frogpond
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Bryan Rickert, USA
childless
the praise she gives
a little dog
single again
the low hanging fruit
at the biergarten
blowing smoke
she tells me what
and for how much
buying us another drink
I start to pretend she’s you
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Alexis Rotella, USA

69

70

71

72

73

Olivier Schopfer, Switzerland
my masculinity
or what's left of it
North Sea
unfaithful
you tell me you were
never good at maths
all these people
looking at
(the screen behind) me
her open mouth
as she applies
mascara
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Christina Sng, Singapore
peeling away
my many layers
navel orange
the dizzying spin
of our carnival ride
first love
another promise
to keep your promises
dissipating wind
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Debbie Strange, Canada

76
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78

Alan Summers, England
Major Tom
there’s a lack
of birdsong
Mars window
I leave the memorbillia
to mumble to itself
raspberry heatwave
I stake out my options
as a child
For sale: space boots, still worn.
after Hemingway
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Rachel Sutcliﬀe, England
shooting star
this fear
of falling
old friends
silence as long
as the years
Guy Fawkes day
toﬀee fuelled children
gathering branches
dawn
the widower still
in the dark
waiting room this daymare
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Julie Warther, USA
birthday party
the timeout chair needed
around the table
a battalion
of red flags . . .
I surrender
river baptism . . .
all but the cast
on her arm
connecting flight
we take Concourse A
at a run
parting -the irony of staying
in touch
sanity lies in the unspoken
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Michael Dylan Welch, USA
my lover's call . . .
the cord wrapped
around my finger
the conductor glares
at the first violinist
1812
burned-down school—
a daisy chain
on the sidewalk
kite weather—
the choice to turn
left or right
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Take Me Out to the Ballgame
the first baseman
and the batter
touching base
bathroom break—
the roar of the crowd
out in the stands
seventh-inning stretch—
I teach my son
the words of the song
crack of the bat—
I bend around the beer vendor
to see the play
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Futbol
by Michael Dylan Welch and Joshua Beach
Qwest Field, Seattle, Washington
Seattle Sounders
Dallas FC
evening shadows—
my pregame stretch
to pass a beer

1
1

Michael

a fan halves a meatball
after the first goal

Josh

red card—
garlic fries
spilled in my lap

Michael

Elliott Bay breeze—
I crane my neck to find out
who’s eating chowder

Josh

cotton candy
stuck to my flip seat

Michael

a player crab-walks
to keep possession—
wafting vinegar

Josh
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Pins and Needles
by Christine Nelson and Michael Dylan Welch
daisies lean together
on the garden bench
soft snore

Christine

sleepwalking
to the fridge again

Michael

carefully removing
her shoes and skirt
power nap

Christine

phone sex
we share
our yawns

Michael

putting the baby down
pins and needles

Christine

halfway through
“Morpheus and . . .”
nodding off

Michael
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Kath Abela Wilson, USA

First Time Visitors
Our visit to Mumbai. We walk into a gallery on the fringes of the great
Indigo Arts Festival at the Indian Institute of Technology. The artist smiles.
She has filled a small space with large canvases that sing with color from
her native tribal history. We recognize one another even though we have
never met. Friends now, years after.
dancing indigo
in murals made of miniatures
her dreams
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